University of Cape Town
7.08 Kramer Law Building
Middle Campus, Cross Road
RONDEBOSCH
CAPE TOWN

Dear Mariya

AUTHORISATION NUMBER 11733 TO REPRODUCE GOVERNMENT GAZETTE ON-LINE

1. Permission in terms of section 5(2) of the Copyright Act, Act 98 of 1978, is hereby granted to University of Cape Town (SAFLII) to reproduce Government Gazette on line, as stipulated in your correspondence dated 23 March 2016.

2. It is, however, a provision of this Authority that the following conditions shall be complied with:

- That this Authorization is not to your organization, Government Printing Works reserves the right to grand permission to whosoever request similar information or part thereof;
- That the original publication published by the Government Printer must be used, and reproduced correctly;
- That the care should be taken that the material reproduced is not obsolete but from relevant version, except if the purpose is to draw comparison, in which case it must be clearly be stated;
- That the publication to be reproduced must be obtained from the Government Printing Works, 196 Paul Kruger Street, Pretoria, 0002.
- That you do not represent the Government in any way;
- That the granted Authority is valid for a period of twelve (12) months starting from the date of this letter;
- That materials to be produced should not be used for any other purpose beyond what it is applied for;
- That the following Authorization Acknowledgement must appear on the reproduced material:

  "Reproduced under Government Printers Authorization No.11733 dated 23 March 2016"

Yours Faithfully

M M Toka
ACTING ASS DIRECTOR: PUBLICATION
DATE: 23/03/2016